
The CRAY-1 Computer 
System at Century 
Research Center Cor~oration 
January 1980-The CRAY-1 
computer Is moved Into Century 
Research Center Corporation's 
Service Bureau facility In Tokyo, 
Japan. Almost one year later, 
Channels visited CRC to see how 
the CRAY-1 has fit Into the CRC 
Complex System. Story begins on 
page 3. 
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Our environment has changed through 
the years at an unprecedented scale 
and speed in every phase of society 
economy and industry. Together with 
these changes. problems in our daily 
lives have become more diversified and 
complex than ever before. The needs 
of society for an information processing 
center have grown with the 
development of the informationalized 
society An interdisciplinary approach 
combining our knowledge. techniques. 
and other resources in a wide 
range of fields is needed in order to 
solve our problems. 

Particularly in the world of science and 
engineering. high-speed and large
scale computers are in constant 
demand. While large-scale. complex 
problems stimulate the development of 
high-performance computer systems. 
so do these powerful computers aid in 
discovering answers to hitherto 
unknow n or obscure problems. Thus. a 
pattern in technical development 
through mutual in fluence is 
perpetuated. 

CRC installed a CRAY-1 supercomputer 
in January 1980. in response to our 
customers· data processing needs for 
the 1980's. O ur CRAY-1 has been 
operating satisfactorily since its 
installation. providing testimony to our 
timely decision on its acquisition. 

CRAY-1 users worldwide are preeminent 
in their respective fields. Therefore. 
CRC is honored to be a CRAY-1 user. 
We take great pleasure in introducing 
ourselves to such a distinguished 
group in this issue of Channels. 

-Y.T. 
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With this issue. we are adding a new 
feature that we feel wi ll be a prime 
source on applications news for CRAY-1 
users and potential users. "Applications 
In-depth" w ill provide news on Cray 
Research. Inc. applications 
developments. user tips. details on 
applications programs available on the 
CRAY-1. information about newly
available documentation. and more. 
We hope that you w ill find this addition 
to Channels interesting and helpful. 

The new "Applications In-depth" 
section is just the start of the changes 
in store for Channels. Soon. Channels 
will have a di fferent look and a 
redefined purpose. Our new emphasis 
is on providing you w ith technical 

Yuzo Tsukamoto, 

news- user information. feature 
articles written by your fellow users. 
product news. and even stories about 
"recreational" uses o f the CRAY-1. These 
changes to Channels have been made 
with the hope of better meeting our 
readers' informational needs. You'll be 
receiving your first issue of the new 
Channels later this year -look for it I 

-T.M.B. 

President of Century Research Center Corporation 



Maintaining a reputation for leadership in 
computing services: 
The CRAY-1 at Century Research Center Corporation 

Century Research Center Corporation 
(CRC) was established in November o f 
1958 as a pioneer in the service bureau 
business in Japan. In the years since its 
founding. CRC has regularly installed 
the most advanced computers 
avai lable to serve the Japanese 
scientific and engineering communities 
and to maintain a leadership position 
in the service bureau business. 

The order for the CRAY-1 
was placed on November 
8, 1978, coinciding with the 
twentieth anniversary of 
the founding of CRC. 

Therefore. it is not surprising that CRC 
would want to obtain a CRAY-1 
Computer System. And so they did-a 
. RAY-I system was installed in January 

vf 1980 at CRCs Service Bureau in 
Tokyo. The CRC system has two 
additional distinctions-it was the first 
supercomputer to be brought into 
Japan and the second CRAY-1 to be 
installed at a computing service 
company. the first being at United 
Computing Systems. Inc. (UCS) in 
Kansas City. Missouri. 

Yuzo Tsukamoto, President of CRC, and John A. Rollwagen, President o f Cray Research, Inc., after CRC 
placed Its order for a CRAY-1 Computer System . 

CRC offers computing services and 
consulting to its customers. primarily in 
scientific applications. The company 
does business in com puter timesharing. 
software development. system 
analyses. research and development. 
hardware development and mainte
nance. and facility management. CRC 
sees their customers as having three 
basic requirements: high speed and 
precision. large memory capabilities. 
and communication facilities. In 
particular. modeling simulations are 
commonly used by CRC customers. 
requiring extremely fast turnaround 
with high precision 

Primary applications for the CRC CRAY- I 
include structural analyses. nuclear. o il, 
and environmental science programs. 
CRCs wide selection of software 
packages is a combination of CRC
developed and commercially-obtained 
programs. 

One area in which the CRAY-1 has 
proven to be very useful is structural 
analysis. because analysis programs are 
usually quite large and complex. CRC 
has made available commercial 
programs such as MSC/ NASTRAN. 
Additionally. the company has 
developed a number of its own 
analysis programs in areas such as 
vibration analysis and civi l engineering. 

A second major area for the CRAY-1 at 
CRC has been nuclear research. 
including simulation problems for 
safety studies on new reactor systems. 
The CRAY- I 's power has been used in 
environmental proble ms as well. in 
atmospheric and water pollution 
studies. 

Other application areas in which the 
CRAY-1 holds great promise for CRC are 
in the design of rockets. optical 
systems. pioneering engineering work. 
chemical engineering. and operations. 
Still another promising applications 
area is CAD/CAM. 

The CRC CRAY-I arrived in Japan on 
January 4. I 980. Customs officials 
remarked that the system was the most 
expensive item to go through the 
customs office at Narita airport since its 
opening in I 977. Delivery day. January 
I 3. was unusually snowy for Tokyo. 
prompting an observer to quip that the 
snow must have accompanied the 
computer system all the way from 
Chippewa Falls. Wisconsin (where the 
Cray Research. Inc. manufacturing 
facility is located). 
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The story behind the CRC acquisition is 
an interesting one. In early 1978, CRC 
heard o f United Computing Systems' 
decision to order a CRAY- 1. Prior to that 
time, CRC had considered the CRAY-1 to 
be a special-purpose machine, 
inappropriate for their needs. However, 
the UCS decision changed CRCs 
impressions, and the CRAY-1 became a 
serious candidate for purchase by CRC. 
After learning more about the CRAY-1 's 
capabilities. a group of CRC 
representatives headed by D irector 
Mitsuru Maruyama visited CRAY-1 
customer sites in the United States and 
made a comparison between the 
CRAY-1 and its competition. The group's 
findings culminated in the company 
placing an order for a CRAY-1 Computer 
System on November 8, 1978, 
coinciding w ith the twentieth 
anniversary o f the founding of CRC. 

The CRAY-1 Is centrally located In the CRCnet Service Bureau computer center. 
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Remote computing service 

Customers access CRCnet 
through their remote terminal. 

All seNices are available 
to the remote user. 

Local batch service 

Customer completes problem 
analysis and programming, 
CRC Service Bureau does 
computing. 

Remote batch 

Time sharing 

Conversational 
Remote Job Entry 

Interactive Graphics 

CRCnet Service Bureau 

Tokyo, Osaka, 
Nagoya, Tokal, 
Tsukuba 

CRCs specialists assist customer in 

problem analysis and programming. 



Traditionally, CRC has 
installed the most 
advanced computers 
available to serve the 
Japanese scientific and 
engineering communities. 

The new CRAY-1 is at the core of the 
CRC Complex System located in Tokyo. 
Beginning in Aprill980, CRC users 
were able to access the CRAY- 1 through 
a Control Data Corporation front-end 
computer system. In October 1980, the 
CRC CRAY-1 also became available to 
IBM-oriented users, when a FACOM 
M-190 front-end was linked to the 
CRAY-1. CRC has conducted training 
seminars on the CRAY-J for over 400 
users to date. 

Left to right: Hlsayukl Handa, CRI sales representative; Norlfuml Tsuzakl, Manager of CRCs Hardware Service Department; and Hiroshi Uda, Manager of the Software System Department at CRC. 

The CRC Complex System in Tokyo is 
connected to CRCnet Service Bureaus 
in Osaka, Nagoya, and other major 
Japanese cities. lt is also connected 
to remote batch and interactive 
terminals at customer sites via 
communications lines. 

CRC sees their customers 
as having three basic 
requirements: high speed 
and precision, large 
memory capabilities, and 
communication facilities. 

The CRAY-1 acquisition is particu larly 
exciting for CRC because the company 
feels that it can now broaden its 
business field as well as expanding its 
business vo lume. The company also 
sees the new system as a way to 
increase CRC's competitiveness and 
strength in the field of scientific and 
technical computation. The merits of a 
service bureau are greatest, says CRC 
when the available computer power is 
an order of magnitude higher than the 
user's own. CRC is pleased w ith its 
decision to order a CRAY- l and looks 
forward to future Cray Research, Inc. 
products. • 
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This art icle summarizes major changes made In the 
1.09 version of Cray Research software, released In 
November, 1980. Major changes were made to the 
CRAY-1 Operating System (COS) and to the CRAY-1 
FORTRAN Complier (CFTJ. The SKOL programming 
language Is also described. 

cos 
A major feature of COS I .09. released in November I 980. is 
1/ 0 subsystem support, which is provided for the CRAY-1 S 
Series Models S/1200 through S/4400. A CRAY-1 S Series 
Model S/1200 and up consists of a CPU. an 1/0 Subsystem 
acting as the MCU and/or mass storage subsystem. The 1/0 
Subsystem consists of from two to four 1/0 processors and 
one-half million or one million words of common memory 
Deadstart for these models is performed at the 1/0 
Subsystem. Mass storage on Models S-1200 through S-4400 
consists of two to forty-eight DD-29 DSUs. depending on the 
number of 1/0 processors in the 1/0 subsystem. The new 
ADSTAPE utility is provided for sites with an 1/0 Subsystem in 
place of the MCU so that a CRAY-1/S mainframe deadstart 
tape can be created. 

An ACCOUNT AND CHARGES facility now exists. The 
ACCOUNT control statement validates the user's account 
number and optional password. Thus. a job is processed only 
if the account number and password (if specified) are valid. 
The CHARGES control statement allows the user to monitor a 

b's usage of computer resources up to a specified point in a 
JOb. Thus. CHARGES can be used for either partial or total 
resource accounting. 

The user now has available the ROLL macro, which can be 
used to protect a job against system interruption. Rolling a 
job causes it to be w ritten to disk so that the job at that point 
in time can be recovered in the event of system interruption. 
Once a job has been rolled. it remains recoverable unless it 
loses its recoverable status. If it loses this status. the user may 
request another ROLL to continue to protect the job against 
system interruption. 

Execute-only datasets are now supported. These datasets 
are user permanent datasets which can be examined and 
modified only with proper authorization. An execute-only 
dataset cannot be dumped using PDSDUMP. The user can 
specify that a dataset be execute-only on the SAVE and 
MODIFY control statements. 

Sites can now startup systems residing on CRAY-1 disk. A new 
PL (TOOLPL) has been released with 1.09; this PL contains 
several of the Integration, Test, and Distribution tools 
(MODSET. SPAWN. and STEP). 

The SNAP. DUMP. INPUT and OUTPUT macros can be made 
conditional using the DEBUG label. The INSFUN macro 
allows the user to call any one of the installation-defined 
subfunctions defined in a subfunction table. Control is 
transferred to the indicated subfunction. 

CFT 
The CFT PAUSE statement is now supported in SFTLIB. 
Line numbers and pagination are provided on CFT source 
listings. The single precision EISPACK routines have been 
added to SSCILIB. CFT now produces informative messages 
indicating why DO-loops do not vectorize. The FORTRAN 77 
support for INQUIRE, OPEN, and CLOSE is now provided 
in SFTLIB. CFT integer multiply and divide have been 
speeded up. 

SKOL 
SKOL. a high-level programming language. offers a level of 
structured programming not possible with FORTRAN. while 
retaining the power of the CFT compiler. The seemingly 
incompatible goals of readability and efficient execution are 
achieved through a macro-based translation process. which 
changes the source SKOL code into FORTRAN. The FORTRAN 
is then compiled normally • 
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